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Solution briefPartners for  
your success

Keeping your network secure means leveraging the tools to stay ahead of increasingly 
sophisticated and frequent threats. All while not introducing unnecessary complexity  
that ultimately impedes your organization from moving forward.

Protect hybrid workforces  
and provide exceptional  
user experiences.

Verizon’s managed security and professional services combined with 
solutions from Palo Alto Networks provide comprehensive, integrated 
security across networks, clouds and endpoints. Our fundamentally 
different approach with Prisma Access, the industry’s only ZTNA 2.0 
security solution, delivers a simple, unified product experience.

Where ubiquitous connectivity and security for all workers is desired, 
Verizon can design, build and operate the Prisma Access solution. 

Seasoned Verizon security professionals implement, review and 
validate customer-initiated security policy change requests against 
your organization’s compatibility with existing infrastructure. You’ll 
also receive access to a dedicated Verizon Security Services Advisor 
(SSA) who will manage your security policy rule sets and provide trend 
reporting and analysis—freeing your staff to focus on priorities.

The combined power of Prisma Access and Verizon Managed 
Security Services can deliver improved security, cost control and 
implementation support from the best in the business.

Solution brief

Help secure and simplify your team’s 
complex networking environments.

Built to help secure at cloud scale

Prisma access for sites and remote users

Enhanced by Verizon managed  
security services

• Connect all users and applications with fine-grained access 
controls and behavior-based continuous trust verification using 
ZTNA 2.0.

• Monitor traffic across applications, including legacy, SaaS and 
cloud-native solutions.

• Deep, ongoing inspection without compromising performance 
or user experience.

• Uniquely leverages combined infrastructures of AWS and 
Google Cloud Platform, the largest hyper-scale public clouds in 
the world.

• Scales elastically to ensure low latency and high performance.

• Integrates with Active Directory environments for 
authentication and user-aware policies.
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See the results of 
Verizon’s continuous 
investment in 
growing its practice

2021
EMEA Secure Access 
Service Edge (SASE) 
Partner of the Year

2022
CPSP Award for  
Customer Excellence

2022
Award for Most 
Trained Partner of  
the Year GSI | SP

Verizon Business Consulting Services can 
provide support to customers deploying 
Prisma Access for sites and remote users.

Experience the architectural benefits of 
Prisma Access, including ZTNA 2.0,  
a unified security product with single-pane-
of-glass visibility and management and 
best user experiences in a cloud-native 
architecture—all facilitated by Verizon and 
Palo Alto Networks.

Verizon has extensive experience in 
employing solutions that can increase 
security and can improve the detection and 
response capabilities of your environment.

Verizon can help you reduce capital and 
operational expenditures by identifying  
and then replacing physical assets with 
Prisma Access. 

Implementation supportImproved security

Get started today

Cost control

• Define the best architecture to achieve 
business requirements

• Connectivity to applications and  
services that are internal or reside on the 
public Internet

• Changes and enhancements to security 
policies for all sites

• Connectivity and infrastructure including 
tunnels to a Prisma Access next 
generation firewall

• Configuration of tunnels for each site  
to connect with in-country Prisma  
Access nodes

• Decommission of local firewalls and 
simplify connectivity to leverage cloud-
based next generation firewall capabilities

• Verizon is one of eight Service Providers  
who are Certified Professional  
Services Partners (CPSP) globally, 
the most advanced level for complex 
deployment services

Some of our capabilities include:

• Integrating Palo Alto Networks’ Cortex 
with your existing managed security 
service provider or Verizon SOC

• Providing you a consolidated view of logs 
and packets (data)

• Monitoring and enhancement of 
advanced detection and response 
capabilities by integrating other 
technologies like endpoint detection and 
response and applications into a common 
SIEM platform

Activities include:

• Workshops and pre-analysis with the 
security team to understand your current 
spend on capex

• Accelerated cost transformation programs

• Technology shift through placement of  
next generation firewalls in the cloud and 
other consolidation initiatives

Transformation within demands security throughout

More visibility

Our partnership can increase your 
capacity to prevent and respond to 
threats and vulnerabilities across your 
network environment. Our unified platform 
provides continuous monitoring, detection, 
prevention and remediation, helping lead to 
true security intelligence.

More control

We help you manage your investment 
so you can be confident that capital 
expenditures are under control. We 
analyze your security posture to reduce 
complexity, consolidate security assets 
and accelerate transformation.

More freedom

When you have the right professional 
and managed services backing up your 
organization, you can focus on what truly 
matters. From architecture best practices to 
security regulation and compliance, we can 
help you realize your secure path forward.
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